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Journey of Teknack

28th Sept - 2018
Unity Training Programme for Volunteers 

3rd Oct - 2018
Course on Unity Game Engine
Attended by 35 students.

8th November
Application Submission 

10th November
 Team announcement - (8 teams)

 20th December 
Introduction Session 

18th January
Completion of Ideation Phase
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Inter-College Game Development Program

Shout-out to all student unity developers!

Teknack'19 is a program for mobile game 
developers in which all the selected developers 
will develop and deploy their game within 4 
weeks.

We would be providing all amenities, from 
game ideas to designers and also taking 
responsibility for the game's marketing, 
ensuring that the game has reached a wide 
audience.
visit- https://tinyurl.com/teknack-details

Last date to apply: 29-01-2019
 https://tinyurl.com/teknack19
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Gaming Sessions

● 13th March ● 5th March ● 28th March ●

➢ Games available to be played by 
everyone.

➢ Gamers with the best score at the end of 
the session received goodies.

Publicity Event - DBCL
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GAME LAUNCH - EVENT

Venue: Seminar Hall, A Wing
      Don Bosco Institute of Technology

Date: 2nd April, 2019
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Inauguration

Prof. Sana Shaikh 
(ACM Faculty Sponsor)

Prof. Amiya Kumar Tripathy
(Mentor) 

Mr. Aarish Iyer
Host

Mr. Dion George
About the Journey of Teknack
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Presentation of the Games
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Gaming Exhibition
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Gamers who topped the 
leaderboard

First Position (Development)
Upside Down

Second Position (Development)
Stack it!

First Position (Most played Game)
Survival

Mr. Afi Adhikari
Technical Expert

Felicitation Ceremony
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TEKNACK GAMES
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Battle Tank

Destroy the enemies and unlock new levels.

Outrun the cops! Police is hot on your tails. Don't get caught.

● Features
  -- Play 2 different modes
  -- Normal Mode: Unlock features on leveling up
  -- Survival Mode: Endless mode tests your mettle
  -- Global leaderboard

● How to Play
  -- Drag left or right to move tank
  -- Tap on screen to fire bullet
  -- Save your tank from barricades

Developed by

Sherin Palamattam

Shubham Sapkal

Version 1 Final Version
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Upside Down
Fan of Stranger Things? Lets see how well you survive in a 2D world!

Survive in a world full of monsters.

Use your dimension switching super power to escape to dark world.

But beware! Dark world has its own risks.

● Features
-- Play 2 different modes!
-- Level Mode - Play and unlock new levels to try your skills in more 
difficult levels
-- Survival Mode - Play endless game to set new highscores and 
shine on leaderboard

● How to Play
-- Swipe up and down to control your character
-- Dodge by either jumping or changing the world
-- Collect blue hearts to replenish health

Developed by

Mihir Chitra

Yogesh Patil

Version 1 Final Version
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Survival

A classic hyper-casual game, 'Survival', puts your skills to a 
test. 

Co-ordinate your brain with your hands in quickly 
navigating past the various kinds of obstacles that harm 
you. 

Nevertheless, always look out for power-ups. 

An engaging game play, UI, background audio, SFX, 
animations all together would make you want to play this 
more and more.

● Features
-- Various obstacles: Asteroids, lasers and more
-- Power-ups to collect
-- Separate game progress for offline and online modes
-- Level progress bar to track your progress
-- Starts the game at the last saved level every time

Developed by

Sai Charan Kommana
(BITS, Pilani - 
Hyderabad)

Version 1 Final Version
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Coconut Rescue

Accompany a coconut on its journey through sea!

On its perilous journey against never ending obstacles would you 
come to rescue?

Help a coconut by dodging obstacles and overcome challenges.

In Sunny mode float over a vibrant blue sea.

In Storm mode face the wrath of raging sea and rain.

● Features
-- Play 2 different modes
-- Sunny and Storm Modes
-- Global leaderboard for each mode

● How to Play
-- Press on right half of screen to move left
-- Press on left half of screen to move right
-- Collect Starfish to unlock new mode

Developed by

Afi Adhikari

Version 1 Final Version
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Pack Hunt

Bringing to you a game inspired by the lives of stone age 
humans!

Hunt to survive.

Collect meat by hunting animals.

● Features
-- Keep playing for an increasing level of difficulty
-- 3 lives available, miss one animal and lose a life
-- Animals will bevisible for a certain amount of time and 
will      
   then disappear

● How to play
-- Aim, drag and release to shoot
--  Hit the animal before it disappears within 5 seconds

Developed by

Srijan Ramavat

Welisa Lewis
Final Version
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Cardashian

Are you fidgety? 
Here's a chance to break something else.

Dash your car into walls on the road to increase your score.
Collect the circular power-ups to multiply the score. 
Break the walls as soon as possible because the clock is ticking!

● How to play
-- Uae the slider to give a forward acceleration.
-- Tilt your phone to move your car.
-- Collect power ups to increase your points.
-- Make sure you complete the round within 90 seconds.

Developed by

Jovin Nicholas

  Sasha PiasVersion 1 Final Version
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One Fine Night

Imagine entering a graveyard full of dark secrets.

One Fine Night is a Simple Hyper Casual Game with no end. 

Grab your bag and collect the gems on the way. But beware 
it's not as simple as you think. This world is full of hurdles. 
But you are not completely helpless as you have the power 
to invert gravity. Use this to your advantage to navigate in 
this world and try to travel as far as possible.

So be prepared for an thrilling adventure.

● Features
-- Levels with Increasing Difficulty
-- Global Leaderboard
-- Interesting Achievements to Unlock 

● How to Play
-- Tap Screen to Invert Gravity
-- Gravity can be changed while Midair as well
-- Collect Gems and Travel as far as possible to make it to the 
Leaderboards

Developed by

David Varghese

Priyanka Puranik
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Space Breaker

Dive into space of mysteries!

Break the space lines and pave your way forward.

Compete with your friends to get the highest score.

Dodge the red lines, bounce the black lines and break the 
yellow lines but never stop, the dark space awaits to 
devour you.

● How to play
-- Simple tap controls 
-- Tap left to move left and right to move right.

Final Version

Developed by

Deep Karia

Rushabh Shah

Abhishek Shah

Shah & Anchor 
Kutchhi Engineering 
College
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Get me out

Rescue the balls coming out from the blackhole and take 
them to safety

In this game you need to rescue the balls coming out from 
the blackhole and take it to the safe zone(blue colored zone).

Hold the circle to rotate clockwise and anticlockwise.

You can stay in game if you are touching the yellow zone.

If you touch the red zone you are knocked out!!

Achieve as high as you can!!

Developed by

Vignesh Sundaram

Version 1 Final Version
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Stack it!

Make the most combinations and achieve victory!

A fun twist on a rather classic game like tic tac toe; and 
this time it only gets bigger!

Play on a 5x5 grid or if you’re up for the challenge, 
perhaps the 7x7 grid.

Points are awarded based on the number of characters in 
your combinations.

Win the match by securing the highest score once the 
grid is filled!

Would you expand your own territory?  
Or Would you try to block your opponents from getting 
points!

Face the computer in a single player mode or challenge 
your friends in the PvP mode!

Developed by

Dheeraj James

Reuben Crasto

Version 1 Final Version
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       Battle Tank

Installation Game Video Game 
Presentation

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-battletank

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-battleta
nk

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-presentation-battl
etank

      Upside Down

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-upsidedow
n

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-upside
down

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-presentation-upsi
dedown

      Coconut Rescue

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-coconutres
cue

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-coconu
trescue

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-presentation-coco
nutrescue

      Stack it

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-stackit

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-stackit

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-presentation-stac
kit

         Get Me Out

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-getmeout

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-getmeo
ut

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-presentation-getm
eout

LINKS
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        Survival

Installation Game Video Game 
Presentation

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-survival

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-survival

http://tinyurl.com/teknac
k-presentation-survival

      Cardashian

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-cardashian

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-cardas
hian

http://tinyurl.com/teknac
k-presentation-cardashi
an

       Packhunt

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-packhunt

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-packhu
nt

http://tinyurl.com/teknac
k-presentation-packhunt

       Space Breaker

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-spacebreak
er

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-spaceb
reaker

       One Fine Night

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-install-onefinenigh
t

http://tinyurl.com/tekn
ack-gameplay-onefine
night

http://tinyurl.com/teknac
k-presentation-onefineni
ght
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Our Team


